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Abstract

The coronavirus 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic has led to an acceleration of clinical information dissemination to unprecedented speeds, a phenomenon only partially explained by formal efforts of the scientific community. These have ranged from the establishment of open-source platforms for review of article preprints to the elimination of journal paywalls for COVID-19-related publications. In addition, informal efforts that rely on various modern media platforms that promote, repackage, and synthesize information have played substantial adjunctive roles, many of which did not exist during the severe acute respiratory syndrome pandemic of 2003. While these latter efforts have greatly bolstered the speed of knowledge dissemination, their unregulated nature subjects them to risk for facilitating the spread of misinformation.

In our opinion, the role of modern media in influencing clinical knowledge dissemination was not adequately examined even prior to the pandemic, and therefore remains largely unchecked. In this article, we examine the spread of information in the field of COVID-19 and neurological disorders, develop a simple model that maps various modern media tools on to the dissemination pipeline, and critically examine its components. Through this exercise, we identify opportunities for the scientific community to regulate and safeguard the clinical knowledge dissemination process, with implications both for the pandemic and beyond.
Introduction

The coronavirus 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic has led to an acceleration of clinical knowledge dissemination at all levels of the scientific community in order to equip frontline clinicians with decision-making support. Many journal editorial teams have established pathways for expedited peer-review, built open-source platforms for quick review of preprints, and removed paywalls for COVID-19-related publications. Clinical leaders have rapidly released consensus statements in conjunction with academic societies specific to their field of influence. Others have contributed rapid reviews that summarize available literature and detail their frontline experiences.

In addition to these journal-based efforts, information flow has also been bolstered by various web-based media and social media-based resources. Examples include online article repositories, infographics that repackage information into simplified formats, social media platforms that promote web-based clinical resources, and many others. It is notable that the infrastructures supporting many of these resources did not exist during the severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) pandemic of 2003, such as Facebook (created in 2004), Twitter (created in 2006), and podcasts (popularized in the 2000s), while others have matured greatly in the interim, including smartphones and the World Wide Web itself. Online media oftentimes propel information in interconnected ways. For instance, a scientific article may be referenced in a web-based consolidation resource, which is promoted on a podcast, which is in turn advertised on an online clinician forum.
The complexity of inter-referencing has precluded efforts to characterize clinical knowledge dissemination in the digital age. Prior works have attempted to model information flow as complex networks using journal articles and citations as nodes \(^{11}\), but some studies have found poor correlation between model strength and topography, suggesting that this method may be impractical \(^{12}\). Others have attempted to employ principles of dissemination and implementation science, but these tend to focus on health systems as targets of knowledge transfer rather than individuals, which may limit its ability to characterize social influence by new media \(^{13}\). However, we believe we can use these two methods complementarily to generate a simple model describing how clinicians access scientific literature, empirically derived from a snapshot of the intersection between COVID-19 and neurological disorders. Such a model would allow us to critically evaluate the components of the knowledge dissemination pipeline in the digital age.

**A Simple Model of Clinical Knowledge Dissemination**

**Design**

On May 1, 2020, we searched PubMed for primary literature on COVID-19 and neurological disorders using the search entry “(COVID-19 or SARS-CoV-2 or coronavirus or severe acute respiratory syndrome) AND (neurology or neurologic or neurological or neuro or brain or nerve or muscle or Guillain-Barre or stroke or seizure or meningitis or encephalitis or meningoencephalitis).” We augmented our list by reviewing the reference lists of these articles, relevant online article collections, and the reference lists of the online neurology inpatient protocols maintained at our institution (covidneurology.org) \(^{14}\).

We found 18 articles considered primary literature consisting of case reports, case series, and retrospective observation studies on neurological disorders and COVID-19 published between
February 25 to May 1, 2020, as shown in Table 1. The lag time between patient presentation and article publication ranged from 16-69 days; it was not possible to establish a median due to ambiguity regarding dates of presentation, especially for case series and retrospective studies. For each article, an exact Google search of its title found a median of 398 references from online resources and a median of 1.5 references from academic journal articles. We mapped the online resources for each article as a network, with an example shown in Figure 1 that depicts select media-based resources referencing the New England Journal of Medicine editorial on large-vessel strokes in young patients with COVID-19, published on April 28, 2020. Unilateral arrows indicate the direction of referencing, such as the NEJM Journal Watch referencing the article on April 28, the day it was published. Some referencing connections between resources were established prior to article publication.

**Description**

We found that all online resources may be classified into the categories of article collections (e.g. AAN COVID-19 Neurology Resource Center), medical knowledge repositories (e.g. Medscape), new media (e.g. Neurology podcast), point-of-care knowledge consolidation resources (e.g. UpToDate), rapidly developed clinical protocols (e.g. Brigham and Women’s COVID-19 protocols), journal-based social media platforms, institutional social media platforms, clinician-specific online forums, informal online forums, personal social media accounts, and news articles for lay audiences. By examining the relationships between these resources as a network with unidirectional relationships, we collapsed them into four domains based on their primary purpose: “repository”, “synthesis”, “formal promotion”, and “informal promotion”, as shown in Figure 2.
Repository resources

Repository resources are article repositories that provide minimal or no commentary on publications. During the pandemic, they have been critical for directing clinicians to specialty-specific literature, such as the COVID-19 Neurology Resource Center: Articles and Publications maintained by the AAN. In general, article collections are managed by academic societies, such as the American College of Physicians Journal Club, or scientific journals that house specialty collections, such as the Neurology Specialty Collection of The Lancet. Uncommonly, journal-based article repositories may feature publications of competing journals in the case of small academic fields.

Synthesis resources

Synthesis resources are online tools that aggregate scientific literature, often with the goal of generating clinical recommendations. During the pandemic, the need for rapid knowledge synthesis has seen the emergence of online clinical protocols, which summarize available literature and make recommendations using a combination of limited evidence, evolving frontline experience, and expert opinion. These protocols are typically written by groups of experts at an academic society or institution and are disseminated quickly and updated continuously, bypassing journal peer review. Examples include protocols on the outpatient management of neurological disorders in COVID-19 patients by the Association of British Neurologists and those on inpatient management by neurologists at Boston Medical Center. Prior to the pandemic, online synthesis tools were generally reserved for point-of-care knowledge acquisition, such as the popular consolidation resource UpToDate. They are uncommon outside of point-of-care, as clinicians tend to rely on their peer-reviewed journal-based counterparts.
Formal promotion resources

Formal promotion resources are online media that draw attention to content without modification, including the official social media platforms of scientific journals, academic societies, and medical institutions. During the pandemic, many landmark articles have been shared widely on institutional social media platforms. Prior to the pandemic, one study correlated the social media presence of a journal with its impact as measured by its Klout score and SJR rank, and another correlated the number of “tweets” about an article with its eventual number of citations, both demonstrating correlation without causation. Some social media promotions are bolstered by the use of infographics, which are minimalist visual representations of article content to boost popularity, previously found to increase Altmetric scores and abstract views. Some researchers believe article promotion on social media will soon become an expectation, with advent of social media-specific impact metrics such as a Twitter impact factor, or “twimpact factor.”

Another form of formal promotion is podcasts that feature interviews with authors of recent publications. Examples include the weekly Neurology® podcast managed by the AAN and the AANEM presents Nerve & Muscle Junction podcast managed by the American Association of Neuromuscular & Electrodiagnostic Medicine, the former featuring several special reports on COVID-19 and neurology during the pandemic. Formal promotion resources may reference scientific literature directly but may also reference repository and synthesis resources, as shown in Figure 2.
Informal promotion resources

Informal promotion resources are online tools analogous to traditional “word of mouth”, including official academy-based forums, unofficial interest-based forums and personal social media. During the pandemic, there has been a surge of online discussions on COVID-19-related information and resources via clinician-specific forums, such as the Synapse AAN Online Communities platform. This type of promotion may reach clinicians in a unique way during their leisure time through personal or social networks, or engage clinicians who are less proactive in seeking information by formal means. Informal promotion resources may reference scientific literature directly or the media-based resources of any of the other three domains, as shown in Figure 2.

We acknowledge several limitations to our simple model, such as its focus on only non-point-of-care knowledge acquisition given that point-of-care knowledge acquisition is a complex study of its own beyond the scope of this model or article. We also excluded print resources as there is increasing evidence that textbooks and other print media may be falling out of favor. Our model was also derived from a snapshot of a narrow field using PubMed with limited search terms and web engine searches that are known to be imperfect with redundancies and inaccuracies. However, we believe its overall framework is valid and sufficiently detailed for the purpose of scrutinizing its components.

Implications

Our bird’s-eye view model draws attention to three major shortcomings of the current state of modern clinical information dissemination. First, examining the category of synthesis resources reveals that it uniquely features only two subtypes: point-of-care knowledge consolidation
resources and rapid clinical protocols developed by task forces, the former usually of high quality as there are only few that are commercially successful. Meanwhile, the latter differs greatly from the resources in the other three domains, as they do not simply promote or redirect information but add to it in a scientific, theoretically rigorous way. While they afford a speed of dissemination that may be necessary during the pandemic, their nature of bypassing journal peer review has potential negative consequences - oversimplifying complicated topics at best and spreading misinformation at worst. During the pandemic, rapidly developed and disseminated online clinical protocols emerged out of necessity. Although this format has not been scrutinized in the literature, the synthesis component likely suffers from the same drawbacks as the rapid reviews, traditionally criticized for poor quality when evaluated against standards of evidence synthesis for meta-analyses and systematic reviews. The recent unfortunate retraction of a scientific journal article on hydroxychloroquine or chloroquine as treatment of COVID-19 highlights the risks of incomplete peer-review at the level of primary data in a database. The scientific community would do well to standardize the development of online protocols and to establish uniform evaluative criteria. One group in Brazil proposed a regimented process involving multiple parallel systematic reviews in alignment with the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses Protocols (PRISMA-P) for use during the pandemic. Such standardization would be especially important if this format of information synthesis is needed in future crises.

The second shortcoming is that there is a high level of redundancy in web-based resources, especially evident when examining the types of resources under repository and formal promotion resources. We identified only 18 scientific articles considered primary literature at the intersection of neurology and COVID-19, yet each was referenced by a median of 398 web-
based sources, the majority of which shared identical purposes and promoted information
without adding any meaningful value. While this is not detrimental in terms of inaccuracy of
knowledge propagation, it does suggest a very high level of accumulated wasted effort among
many stakeholders in the dissemination pipeline, from individual academics to hospital centers to
academic societies. We argue that academic institutions at the highest levels have the
responsibility to consolidate media-based efforts that propagate knowledge, such that its
members do not need to rely on niche online resources. A recent example is the journal article-
based assessment option for recertification piloted by the American Board of Psychiatry and
Neurology, which has seen warm reception thus far \(^40\) as expected given that critics have long
called for modernization and digitalization of continuing medical education \(^41\). The
communication technologies that spawned complex networks of unregulated influences on
knowledge acquisition can also be used to facilitate collaboration between reputable academic
societies, in order to consolidate efforts at the highest levels.

The final shortcoming is that our model showcases the very central role social media plays on
how clinicians access scientific literature, pointing them towards any of the types of resources in
the other three domains. Social media is largely unregulated by definition, its contents random
and components oftentimes distracting. Its effects are far-reaching, and erroneous information is
easily propagated. Examples in which incorrect information spread through social media is
admirably acknowledged are rare \(^42\); we assume that in the vast majority of cases, inaccurate
information is propagated unnoticed. In addition, the pervasiveness of social media in society has
called into question its effects on the attention span of the present generation. Its increasing
encroachment on clinicians’ academic lives may also blur the line between one’s social and
professional identities. As the influence of social media is expected to only grow stronger with
advent of new technologies, further examination may be necessary from a socio-technological standpoint, requiring the expertise of researchers outside our field to study how the clinician community acquires knowledge in the digital age.

While we may use our new understanding of modern clinical knowledge dissemination to accelerate parts of the process (for example, journal editorial teams may create podcasts, and researchers may design infographics to accompany their published works), the more important application is to address key problematic areas relevant to the pandemic and beyond. Urgent next steps include standardizing methods of rapid knowledge synthesis, consolidating redundant efforts to avoid collective waste, and regulating the influence of social media on knowledge dissemination. Certainly, these efforts are likely to be met with some opposition, as various stakeholders in the knowledge dissemination pipeline may be resistant to change, including those engaged in rapid dissemination of information wishing to bypass the laborious process of peer review or creators of web-based niche resources who wish to remain relevant. Nonetheless, modern media is changing the landscape of clinical information flow faster than we are able to understand. We must continually examine the process in order to mitigate the risks of misinformation and optimize the ways clinicians interact with scientific literature, such that they are best supported in the practice of evidence-based medicine.
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Figure Captions:

Figure 1: Select media-based resources referencing the New England Journal of Medicine editorial on large-vessel strokes in young patients with COVID-19, published on April 28, 2020\textsuperscript{15}. Unilateral arrows indicate direction of referencing material, for example the Neurocritical Care Society referencing the article directly. All arrows are equivalent; dotted arrows are used when crossing other elements of the figure for clarity. Dates when a reference is created are shown if known. Note that the dates marked with an asterisk indicate that connections are made predating journal publication on April 28. For example, the BMC protocols were promoted on AAN Synapse weeks prior to adding a reference to the journal article. AAN: American Academy of Neurology; BMC: Boston Medical Center; NEJM: New England Journal of Medicine; Promotion (F): formal promotion; Promotion (I): informal promotion.
Figure 2: Proposed model of modern clinical knowledge dissemination as influenced by modern media tools. Unilateral arrows indicate direction of referencing material, for example an article collection referring a scientific article. All arrows are equivalent; dotted arrows are used when crossing other elements of the figure for clarity. Note that informal promotion resources may reference any of the other three, formal promotion resources may reference the remaining two, and the others may only reference a journal article directly. Promotion (F): formal promotion; Promotion (I): informal promotion; RCT: randomized control trial.
Table 1: Primary literature on neurological disorders and COVID-19 published from February 25 to May 1, 2020 inclusive.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Neurological manifestation</th>
<th>Journal</th>
<th>Publication date</th>
<th>Date of case presentation</th>
<th># cases</th>
<th>Search results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Following COVID-19: A Single Center, Retrospective, Observational Study.</td>
<td>Cerebral venous sinus thrombosis</td>
<td>print)</td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>citations: 27</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ye M, Yi R, Tangfeng L.</td>
<td>Wuhan, China</td>
<td>Encephalitis</td>
<td>Brain, Behavior, and</td>
<td>April 10, February 10,</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Total hits: 125</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
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<td>Study</td>
<td>Location</td>
<td>Symptoms</td>
<td>Journal</td>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Validation Date</td>
<td>Total Hits</td>
<td>Total Citations</td>
</tr>
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<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gutiérrez-Ortiz C, Méndez A,</td>
<td>Madrid, Spain</td>
<td>Guillain-Barré</td>
<td>Neurology</td>
<td>April 17, Unspecified</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1,040</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rodrigo-Rey S, et al.</td>
<td>Fisher Syndrome and polyneuritis cranialis in COVID-19.</td>
<td>syndrome (Miller-Fisher syndrome)</td>
<td>2020 (pre-print)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Total number of citations: 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duong L, Xu P, Liu A.</td>
<td>Meningoencephalitis without Respiratory Failure in a Young Female Patient with COVID-19 Infection in Downtown Los Angeles, Early April 2020.</td>
<td>United States (Los Angeles, California)</td>
<td>Meningitis Encephalitis</td>
<td>Brain, Behavior, and Immunity</td>
<td>April 17, 2020</td>
<td>April 1, 2020</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<th>Journal</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Hits</th>
<th>Citations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Retrospective Multicenter Study</td>
<td>Virani A, Rabold E, Hanson T, et al.</td>
<td>United States</td>
<td>Guillain-Barré syndrome</td>
<td>IDCases</td>
<td>April 18, 2020</td>
<td>Unspecified</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>TITLE IS SAME AS TOSCANO ARTICLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>González Pinto T</td>
<td>Bilbao, Spain</td>
<td>Stroke</td>
<td>European Journal of Medicine</td>
<td>April 30, 2020</td>
<td>Unspecified</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Total hits: 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authors</td>
<td>Journal</td>
<td>Year</td>
<td>Total number of citations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
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<tr>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
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<tr>
<td>Luna Rodríguez A, Moreno Estébanez A, et al.</td>
<td>Neurology</td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>0</td>
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